How to reliably sell in-game weapon skins
across the globe.
CS.Money is a global CS:GO in-game skins
exchange platform. With it, one can
exchange, as well as buy and sell the skins.

The service helps gamers and traders resolve the
issues of the in-built Steam marketplace and allows
to safely exchange your in-game skins for a higher
value.
CS.Money is a team of like-minded professionals
keen on supporting the cyber-sport and gaming
community.

THE CHALLENGE
The goal of the collaboration between BASIS ID and CS.Money is to prevent fraud by having the customer’s
identity verified. Since certain payment services allow to delay the transfer of funds, or recall the money fraudsters have additional instruments to manipulate the flow of the funds. In such case, the identity
verification provides security by having the customer identified, which plays supporting role to proving the
legitimacy of a trade.

THE GOAL
To rapidly establish an identity verification system that is
friendly to the gaming community and enables the quick
access to the use of payment services.

“CS.Money is putting a lot of effort into developing
the cyber-sport community by making the trading
truly convenient for both professional and casual
players. I myself, being a CS:GO player, am using the
services of CS.Money and have bought skins there
on multiple occasions. It’s heartwarming that we
have managed to make the trading safer, while
maintaining the same ease of use.” - Deniss
Antipenkov, Senior Fraud Investigator of BASIS ID.

THE OUTCOME
CS.Money has implemented the BASIS ID solution more than half a year ago.
Provision of the service is done through a web-and-mobile friendly widget by BASIS ID as the
data collection channel. The contemporary widget is organically embedded into the design of
the service and helps customers to quickly gain access to specific operations with the skins.
1. Any fraudulent activities connected with the use of payment services are prevented.
2. Only trusted natural persons, who satisfy the expectations of the regulatory authorities, are
onboarded.
3. CS.Money has gained the ability to provide their service globally, across various regulatory
environments.

